
Key questions

• How is litter effecting our planet?
• What can we do with our litter?

Themes and cross-curricular links

• DT – Junk modelling, designing and create
something out of waste (cardboard boxes,
plastic bottles, etc.)

• Art – Creating collages, paintings, pastel
drawings of different settings for a story,
looking at famous paintings of forest settings,
creating artwork using different mediums

• Science – Planting seeds, hunting minibeasts,
thinking about senses, habitats

• Computing – Researching topics, copying
and pasting

• Geography – Recycling, plastics in the
oceans, endangered animals and the effects
on the environment

• Maths – Looking at figures associated with
recycling and plastic in the ocean, creating
bar chart of recycled items in a recycling bin

• PSHE – Exploring different feelings and
emotions, considering how feelings and
emotions are expressed, considering how the
environment makes them feel, looking after
the environment.
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Writing outcomes

• Lists – to write lists of mini-beasts
• A description – to write a detailed description of a

forest setting
• Instructions – to write instructions on how to plant a

seed
• Leaflet/poster – to write an information text
• Fiction – to write a story exploring the theme of

recycling and litter with a focus on setting
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Unit overview

This unit is a six-week study of The Tin Forest by Helen Ward and Wayne Anderson. The unit develops children’s reading, writing, 
grammar, punctuation and spelling through the context of The Tin Forest. The unit explores the story structure, main character and 
setting in detail. Children will consider the vocabulary, use of punctuation and sentence structure. A range of different types of 
writing all with a purpose are covered throughout the unit including writing: a description, a non-fiction leaflet or poster, instructions 
and a story. Children apply what they have learned throughout the unit to create a final piece of writing – a story using the theme of 
recycling.

Curriculum coverage

Spoken language:
• listen to others’ opinions and share own

opinions on favourite words and phrases from
the book

• participate in discussions about the book,
taking turns and listening to what others say

• ask and answer questions about the theme of
recycling and litter

• role play a different character

Reading:
• make predictions based on what you have

read
• sequence main events in a story
• discuss and express opinions on what you

have read
• discuss and express views on a story
• make inferences based on what you have

read

Vocabulary:
• discuss and clarify meanings of words

Grammar, punctuation and spelling:
• use commas in a list
• use expanded noun phrase
• use conjunctions ‘and’, ‘but’, ‘because’, ‘if’ and

‘when’
• use full stops, capital letters, exclamation

marks, question marks, commas for lists and
apostrophes for contracted forms and the
possessive (singular)

Writing:
• consider what they are going to write before

beginning
• develop positive attitudes towards and

stamina for writing
• make simple additions, revisions and

corrections to their own writing
• write down ideas and/or key words, including

new vocabulary
• write for different purposes – fiction and non-

fiction

Related books for wider reading

• The Tree Lady by H. Joseph Sessions
• What a Waste by Jess French
• Out of the Box by Jemma Westing
• One Plastic Bag by Miranda Paul

Essential teaching guidance

• Copyright information
• Internet safety – using the internet to research a topic
• Safety outside – visiting forest area



Planning Overview

Week 5

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• identify conjunctions 
• join clauses using conjunctions
• make inferences based on what they have read
• choose a setting, character and title for a story
• create a collage of their chosen setting 
• write expanded noun phrases to describe their setting
• write/draw a plan for a story
Resources provided:
• Pupil Resource – Missing conjunctions worksheet
• Pupil Resource – Questions about the text
• Pupil Resource – Story planning template
• Teaching slides to support discussion

Week 1

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• be introduced to the book
• make and record a prediction based on what they have read so far 
• become familiar with the story setting and main character
• create a storyboard of the main events in the story
• sequence the main characters feelings throughout the story 
• express views on the story and listen to the views of others 
• describe the main character’s personality and appearance using 

evidence from the text
• explore vocabulary used in the text 
Resources provided:
• Pupil Resource – Leaf-shaped template for recording predictions
• Pupil Resource – Storyboard for sequencing the story’s main events
• Pupil Resource – Six emotions worksheet
• Pupil Resource – Template to record information about the main 

character
• Pupil Resource – Synonyms worksheet
• Teaching slides to support discussion 

Week 2

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• write a list of bugs/minibeasts using commas in a list correctly
• write expanded noun phrases to describe the mini-beasts
• compare and contrast the beginning and ending of The Tin Forest
• create a plan for writing a description of a forest/woodland
• write a description of a forest setting
Resources provided:
• Pupil Resource – Planning templates
• Pupil Resource – Checklist of what to include in my writing
• Teaching slides to support discussion

Week 3

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• make inferences based on what they have read
• ask questions about the text
• discuss how to plant a seed, practice saying sentences verbally
• write instructions for how to plant a seed (sunflowers) 
• identify the features of instructions (clear title, you will need list, numbered 

points, time adverbials, ‘bossy’ verbs) 
• write sentences that are commands
• proof-read own writing and check instructions for spelling, grammar and 

punctuation 
Resources provided:
• Pupil Resource – Questions about the text
• Pupil Resource – Checklist of what I could edit in my writing
• Teaching slides to support discussion

Week 4

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• correct sentences, checking for spelling, grammar and punctuation
• identify errors in spelling, grammar and punctuation 
• demonstrate they can use capital letters, full stops and commas 

correctly
• consider and explore the meaning of vocabulary in the text 
• improve sentences by adding expanded noun phrases
• gather information about a chosen topic 
• record ideas or key words including new vocabulary
• create a poster/leaflet/fact sheet
Resources provided:
• Pupil Resource – Synonyms worksheet
• Pupil Resource – Nouns in sentences worksheet
• Pupil Resource – Research template
• Teaching slides to support discussion

Week 6

Objectives and outcomes summary:
This week the children will: 
• write a story with a beginning, middle and end
• use capital letters, full stops and commas in a list 
• use expanded noun phrases 
• use conjunctions ‘and’, ‘but’, ‘because’, ‘if’ and ‘when’
• correct sentences, checking for spelling, grammar and punctuation
• identify errors in spelling, grammar and punctuation
• edit and improve their writing 
Resources provided:
• Teaching slides to support discussion
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